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Stage 1.1, 818 items 34B (25%)
(2018.7) (Industrial and semi-finished parts)

Stage 1.2, 279 items 16B (25%)
(2018.7) (Industrial and semi-finished parts)

Stage 2, 200B, 5,745 items (10% 25%)

(2018.9) (Industrial and semi-finished parts, daily 
commodities)
Stage 3, USD 300B, 3,805 items, cellphones, notebooks, pads, 
clothing, shoes, books, musical instruments (9.24.2019) (daily 
commodities)
China counteracted the measures on tariffs, especially 
agricultural products
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Unfair competition under WTO regulation – As China 
entered WTO, Europe/USA/Japan knew China subsidies 
state-owned enterprises and strategic private companies 
like Huawei.
US requests transparency of this unfair subsidy and 
China mutatis mutandis standards of developed countries
Huge amount of trade deficit: In 2018, the deficit is $420 
billion, representing 48% of the total deficit
Over capacity of China: China uses state power to 
intervenes the market and subsidies the industry resulted 
in over capacity
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IP stealth US believes China abuses free trade and fair 
policy to steal/force to obtain IP from US universities and 
companies
China is competitive in many areas – 5G, MIC 2025, AI 
(Tiktok) – practice sanctions on Huawei and SMIC
However China is still weak in fundamental sciences and 
materials, IC design and mfg, precision industry, 
medicine and biotech 
One belt one road challenges US int’l influences
Suspicious of Xi
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On 2017.8.14, President Trump signed a memorandum 
stipulated US trade rep. should activate an investigation 
under section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974 (unfair trade)
On 2018.3.22, the report showed that China:
(1) Forces US companies to transfer technology by 

restricting foreign shareholding ratios
(2) Requests US companies to authorize technology under 

the market price
(3) Supports Chinese companies to invest in the US to attain 

the cutting-edge technology
(4) Uses the Internet to steal trade secrets                              

of the US companies
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The agreement requests China to buy additional $200 
billion from the US but it seriously lags behind the 
schedule in agricultural and energy
Because China was accused of hiding epidemic 
information, Trump did not regard the agreement to be 
important as before
Negotiation was halted
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Supply chain is complex - Boeing

6M parts
3M are fasteners10
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Understanding where and how your supply chain could be vulnerable……

The trade war is on political risks
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Supply chain restructuring shorter chain world 
manufacturing migration. 
Energy / land / tax cost and technology makes the US 
competitive to produce
US reshoring is going to last for 15 years
Companies do not escape from China totally but reduce 
investment in China by moving back to the US and ASEAN. 
Supply from the US is happening.
Two systems (China and the rest) in technology, regulations 
and industries – under current situation, is it possible?
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AIT announced to organize a forum – Supply chain 
restructuring: improving resilience amongst like-minded 

Promote like-minded partners to form new supply chains
and to share common values and standards
Assure the safety of SC without being affected by politics

What Taiwan can contribute: (1) Silicon Shield: TSMC / 
ASE; (2) Economic power and technology (hardware)
Of the top 20 exporters from 
China, 16 are Taiwanese 
companies



BTA b/w Taiwan and the US-the effectiveness

The difference b/w BTA & FTA (bilateral vs free) – in 
the level of openness
Easing rules on US pork and beef can get the ticket for 
further negotiation on trade agreement – for fair trade but 
not for exchange
Benefit_1 Release tariffs and trade barriers
Benefit_2 BTA with the US can help Taiwan gain int’l 
fair trade recognition – attract int’l investment
Benefit_3 US companies work with Taiwan to 
restructure supply chain
Taiwan moves from being marginalized (RCEP) to the 
focus of int’l investment (join CPTPP?)
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Japan supports $2.2 billion to help their factories to 
move back to Japan or to other ASEAN countries
US supports all the costs to move factories out of 
China (back to the US?) 
France demands to have control over supplies of 
cars, medical supplies, space equipment etc.  
India provides tax incentives
Taiwan provides tax incentives and one window 
service to speed up the process
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Speed up the move of supply chains out of China –
back to home country and to ASEAN – Japan, US, 
European countries (?) 

Incentives are provided for the move
First wave of industries - Medical related industries –
pharmaceutical, medical devices and equipment
Second wave of industries - Fundamental 
manufacturing-related industries
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WTO structure is to change – from global optimal 
deployment to local optimal, i.e., each local (e.g., US 
continent, EU, Japan) (with its alliances) have to be 
self-satisfied. 
The globe is to reduce its reliance on China –
contradict with the lowest cost principle of operating 
supply chain
New taxes and regulations might be imposed
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